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Remote desktop apps allow users to remotely access their computers from anywhere in the world via the Internet or in a local intranet connection. This ability to access remote PC resources without having to carry additional storage equipment makes these applications special and worthy.
Google Play has a lot of remote desktop customers. Here are 3 of the best remote desktop customers on the Android platform for windows and Mac users. 1. Splashtop 2 Remote desktop with the award-winning Splashtop 2 app, you can use a Windows or Mac computer using an Android
phone or tablet. You can access your computer through a local network or anywhere over the Internet. You can reach up to 5 PC using a splashtop account. The app also provides high quality video streaming, playing 3D or flash games through a remote desktop client and PC. The
customer-PC connection is secure with 256-bit AES encryption. The app is free and has in-app Purchase Developer: Splashtop Availability: Free on Google Play, in App Purchases are available SEE ALSO : 5 Best messaging apps on Android 2. Xtralogic's remote desktop client client
allows you to connect your Windows computer over the Internet from a mobile device. The app can be connected with RDP and VNC protocols. The app comes with tons of features, 8 finger support a lot of touch, multitasking, file transfer between an SD card and a remote computer, etc.
Developer: Xtralogic Inc Availability: Paid on Google Play 3. Microsoft Remote Desktop Microsoft Remote Desktop lets you connect to Your Windows pc with any Android phone or tablet. You can access remote resources through a remote desktop gateway, the app supports RDP and
RemoteFX and windows are several hard gestures. The connection is provided using NLA technology. The app also supports high quality video and audio streaming. The app is completely free on Google Play. Developer: Microsoft Corporation Availability: Free on Google Play SEE ALSO :
Top 5 Antivirus apps and security apps for iPhone 5 and iOS Devices Image Courtesy: filechoco, NDTV gadgets, Google Play Remote desktop access is one of the most niche power-user features out there. However, it's great on an Android device. There are two main ways to do this.
Users can remotely in their Android device from a computer. We've covered this functionality in our best screen mirror image apps for Android list. This list focuses more on accessing your desktop computer from your device There are a bunch of apps that boast remote access as a feature.
However, only a few are actually good. Here are the best remote desktop apps for Android! AnyDeskPrice: Free /$79-$229 a yearAnyDesk is a service option in the remote desktop space on Android. It works like any other remote desktop app. Connecting your phone phone your computer
and then use your computer from your phone. It worked very well in our testing and it uses a simple user interface. There were no real problems with it. The app is free for personal use. The prices we have listed are mainly for commercial use. It definitely has its drawbacks, but we also put
the app on the lists for a reason. Give it a try and see if you like it. At worst, you don't have and have four other options. VNC Viewer and this app competed for the fifth slot on this list, so it's right there. Chrome Remote DesktopPrice: FreeChrome Remote Desktop is one of the most popular
remote desktop apps. Users install the app from the Chrome Web Store on their computer, and then this app is from Google Play. From there, follow the installation instructions and you should be able to connect. The app worked most of the time in our testing. It's faster and easier than
many other options, including TeamViewer. However, it's also been two years since Chrome Remote Desktop saw the update as you were writing this article. We recommend trying this one first, but don't be shocked if it's not a flawless performance. Microsoft Remote DesktopPrice:
FreeMicrosoft Remote Desktop, possibly Chrome Remote Desktop's biggest free competitors. It works about the same way. You install a customer on your computer and this app is on your phone. These two devices should allow your devices to connect to each other. The positive part is
you don't need a Google Chrome setup for this to work on Windows devices. The bad news is the performance is about the same, so you don't actually get the best product. Either way, it's a solid option and a good free alternative to Chrome Remote Desktop.Splashtop Personal Remote
PCPrice: Free/$5 per month/$16.99 per yearSplashtop is a less popular but still fairly successful remote desktop app. It works like others with dual apps on your computer and Android device. You can access something on your computer from your phone on your local network. You can add
access from anywhere for $5 per month or $16.99 per year. This allows you to access the device on any network, including any WiFi network or mobile data. The app also allows you to access a webcam to check on your home without much trouble. It worked just as well as Chrome and
Microsoft did in our testing. TeamViewerPrice: Free for personal useTeamViewer is a kind of obvious choice for remote desktop applications. This gives you remote access to your computer from your Android device. This is harder to install, but it works as well as you would expect. It also
includes features such as file transfer in both directions, encryption, and real-time audio and HD video transmission. There are features included to help, say, a friend or colleague. However, it works great for just goofing around on your computer as well. The app is completely free for Use.
Those who use it for business need a subscription. If we've missed any great remote desktop apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Tagged: The best appsAndroid Android apps is a great operating
system that can be used in many ways. You can connect your computer to your Android device, connect PC hardware to your Android device, and even access your computer remotely or remotely from another device. Well, this post covers some remote control applications that will help you
remotely access and safely control your desktop, mobile phone or server. These applications are useful in a variety of situations where you can't access your system in person. The process is very simple: simply customize the RDP or VNC in your system, and install and customize
compatible apps on your computer and Android device. Then you can reliably connect to the customized system from anywhere in the world, say, without leaving the sofa or from the deserts of India. In this post, we look at five of the best Android apps that help remotely access and control
your computer from almost anywhere in the world with an Internet connection. 1. TeamViewer If you're looking for an all-in-one remote control solution, then TeamViewer is the product you're looking for. It provides surprisingly fast and secure access to computers and mobile devices. This
tool helps you or your team gain remote access to any system, provide online support to customers, and manage computers or servers on different platforms unattended. TeamViewer is undoubtedly the easiest and most feature-ful remote control tool compared to other solutions on this list.
It also offers support for more devices than any other solution, making it a better choice if you're looking for a multi-platform solution. Pros: TeamViewer comes with numerous appealing features such as: Connect to all major desktop and mobile platforms including Windows, macOS, Linux,
Chrome OS, Android, iOS, Windows Phone and BlackBerry OS. Supports screen sharing as well as full control of remote devices. A single-window console to control contacts, devices, sessions and more. Chat and VoIP offers features for calls, conferences and meetings. Record deleted
sessions including screen, audio and video and VoIP. A shared clipboard makes it easy to copy and stick text, images, and files. Transfer files at speeds of up to 200 MB/s to any two remote devices. Supports controlled access through white and black lists. Provides a remote connection
using a powerful 256-bit AES to encrypt sessions and a 2048-bit RSA for key exchange along with additional two-factor authentication. Free for personal use, but does not include various advanced features. Offers online video references and support documents including how-to tutorials.
Cons: Cons: not enough in some places, for example: Doesn't connect to open source VNC or third-party VNC software like TightVNC, UltraVNC, etc. 2. VNC Viewer VNC Viewer is a remote control application from RealVNC (VNC innovators) that gives you instant remote access to
computers or servers from anywhere in the world via mobile phone. VNC Viewer installs secure, seamless, and reliable cloud connections with compatible VNC or VNC Connect computers without the need for any network configuration. If you're looking for a free open source solution, then
VNC Viewer is your only option on this list. Although the app itself is not open source, but unlike other tools, it can connect to open source VNC computers. However, some features may be missing when using an open source option. Pros: VNC Viewer offers a variety of amazing features
listed below: Connects to all popular desktop operating systems such as Windows, Mac, Linux, and Raspberry Pi. Connects to VNC open source computers or third-party VNC-compatible software such as TightVNC, Apple Screen Sharing, etc. Supports Bluetooth keyboards and mice for
easy control on mobile devices. Offers multiple authentication schemes to prevent unauthorized access. Encrypt entire connections to prevent malicious organizations from eavesdropping. Blacklists of users unable to authenticate to prevent attacks and scan ports. It uses online
documentation, as well as support through chat and email. Offers a cloud-free VNC Connect subscription for home users. Cons: VNC Viewer is lacking at various points compared to others like: Can't connect to mobile platforms. Costs a premium price for its VNC Connect for business
users. Doesn't support the file transfer feature to/from a free home subscription and with Android, iOS, and Chrome devices. 3. Microsoft Remote Desktop Microsoft Remote Desktop is the best tool to get the job done on Windows remotely using an Android mobile device. It doesn't need
any installation of software on a remote system until Windows is running and you know how to set up a remote desktop. If not, you only need to install a remote desktop assistant, and it does everything for you. Remote desktop is the right choice for you if you are looking for a Windows-only
solution. Although the tool doesn't work for any other platform, it works like a charm for remote Windows PC management. It's packed with basic features such as a shared clipboard, but lacks the advanced features offered by others such as file transfer, chat and voice call, etc. Pros: Here
are some of the best features of Microsoft's remote desktop: Connecting to Windows-only desktops and servers. Rich multi-touch multi-touch Windows Gesture Support with RemoteFX. Access to remote resources such as printers with Remote Desktop Gateway (the same needs to be set
up online). Access to local Android storage from remote Windows apps. Securely connect to a remote computer by authenticating the network layer. High-quality audio and video support using advanced bandwidth compression. Supplied for free to all, although some features are only for
corporate users. Cons: Microsoft Remote Desktop lags behind on some borders, such as: Can't connect to other systems than Windows. Own technology that can't connect to Windows 10 Home. 4. Chrome Remote Desktop Chrome Remote Desktop is a unique browser extension for
Google Chrome to access a Mac PC or Linux desktop easily and safely from any Android device. This allows any Chrome user to provide remote help or access a remote computer over the Internet using only the Google Chrome browser on multiple operating systems. If you love everything
Google and require a sweet and simple remote control solution, then Chrome Remote Desktop is just for you. It's the only multi-platform tool that is freely available for commercial use unlike all other solutions on this list, so if you plan to set up a remote control in your organization, then
Chrome Remote Desktop can serve that purpose. Pros: Some of the most interesting attributes of Chrome Remote Desktop are: Connect to Windows, macOS and Linux desktops. One-time code authentication to be exchanged or accessed. The ability to set up screen sharing as well as
remote help. Manage the saved session or connection details in one place. Streams audio and supports a functional copy-paste for Windows. Encrypted sessions using Chrome SSL features, including AES. Free to install and use for personal as well as commercial work. Cons: Few of the
Chrome Remote Desktop pain points are: Can't access local storage or resources in remote apps. Doesn't support file transfer for each platform. 5. Splashtop 2 last, but not least, we have Splashtop. It's a secure remote control app that gives you full access to apps, multimedia files, games,
and more on a remote computer. It's easy to set up a remote control connection with Splashtop Streamer on a remote computer. If you're looking for a local network solution, Splashtop is the best tool for you. While its online remote is only working for a premium subscription yet its make it
worthy to try on local connections. You can access music and media stored on your computer from mobile devices. Pros: Splashtop's distinctive factors are: Connecting only to Windows and MacOS platforms. Connects with a variety of devices, including Kindle Fire and Windows Phone.
High-definition audio and streaming video on remote connections. Strong encryption log, audit trails and tiered passwords. Business functions include file transfers, deleted printing, chat, and multiplayer access. Free to use on the local network to access your computer from another room.
Cons: SplashTop comes with some weak spots too, such as: No free choice to access your home computer from anywhere via the Internet. Can't connect to Linux systems. A TeamViewer summary is highly recommended for personal use as it is easy to use and allows screen sharing,
remote control and more. Chrome Remote Desktop works without any software installation and is thus useful for setting up remote help or control on machines without admin or root privileges Finally, Windows Remote Desktop for those who use Windows with basic remote control
requirements. For a better understanding of readers, below is a table of all the aforementioned apps along with features they do or don't have. Connect to Chat and VoIP File Transfer Encrypts Session Free for TeamViewer Windows, macOS, Linux, Chrome OS Yes Yes Yes Personal Use

VNC Viewer Windows, MacOS, Linux, Raspberry Pi No Yes Personal Use Microsoft Remote Desktop Windows No Yes Yes Personal Use Chrome Remote Desktop Windows, macOS, Linux No Yes Personal Use Splashtop 2 Windows What is your experience using the remote control app?
We'd love to hear from you. You. best free rdp client for android. rdp client android free download
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